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Abstract. We consider two adaptive numerical methods for solving semi-infinite optimal
control problems governed by linear elliptic PDEs. In this class of problems, finitely many
control parameters are to be optimized whereas pointwise state constraints are imposed on the
spatial domain. From the numerical experience it is known that the optimal control parameters
can be fairly sensitive with respect to the location of active grid points, hence a very fine
uniform mesh is needed to compute a high precision solution.

We suggest two adaptive methods for reducing the size of the associated discretized opti-
mization problems. The first relies on our a-priori error estimates in [1], [2]. Based on them, in
all steps of the method we determine the set of those grid points of the uniform finite element
mesh, where the unknown optimal state cannot be active. In the next step, after refining the
mesh, we exclude those points that can not be active and concentrate on the remaining grid
points. The method permits to compute a very good approximation of the optimal control
with small size discretized problems.

Our second method is based on mesh adaptivity for solving the elliptic PDE in order to avoid
over refinement used in uniform meshes. Here, the mesh is refined by using mesh adaptation in
the uniform norm, applied to the currently optimal discretized state function. We present some
numerical experiments to illustrate our adaptive strategies. Finally, a method of a-posteriori
error estimation is suggested as optimality test.
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